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kay, so you want to make . ome high-

q._ualil.Ygears for yOl.IJ CUS.l0. rners, and you
want to make a profit for yOllr company,

but you don't want to mak.e a mess of the

environment. What can you do?
The chlorinated and/or suLfurized additives in

most lubricants and coolants may help you make
gears efficently, but they cause heaah and safety
concerns for your employees; they smell bad,
they're messy and expensive to clean up. and their
dark color means low visibility. The EPA has now

listed certain cholonnated compounds as SARA-
reportable sub tances, making. proper disposal
very expensive, and failure to _0 can bring the

EPA inspectors to your front door.
But. _..the fact is, until recently lubricants con-

taining those chlorinated and sulfurized additives

wert: the most 'efficient. cost-effective solution to

your cuning problems. They function at elevated

temperatures by chemically reacting wi,th metal

surfaces to form inorganic films which prevent
adhesion between the tool and workpiece, and

they work well in the severe cond:itions and pre-

cise requirements of gear cutting operations- The
choice has been between cutting tool efficiency

and negative ide effects.
Not any more. Now it's possible to have envi-

ronmentally safe and efficient cutting fluids at the
ame lime.

A case in point. A major earthmoving equipment

manufacturer has solved the problem by switching
to cuning fluids with no sulfur or chlorine additives

for its gear bobbing operation. The switch has not

only solved some envaonmental and disposal prob-
[ems, but also improved cutting efficiency.

The company had been cutting forged 18836
teel transmission gears using a heavily sulfo-

chlorinated oil, with all the IISUal accompanying

problems: heavy oil mist, messy elean-up, poor
visjbiliry, strong, objectionable odors and expen-
sive di posal of cuuing oils.

Since the company switched [0 Quaker Chem-
ical's NSC cries cutting oil, operator have
reported less oil mi ring, a more pleasant odor and
improved visibility .. Hob life ha improved by
about 1.0%. and hob gouging problems have
decreased Significantly. Cleanup is simpler and.
easier and disposalproblems are minimized since
the main lubri.cant is biodegradable.

WDat's the secret? Synthetic ester technology.

Synthetic e ters are derived from animal and
vegetable sources, are biodegradable and they do
not chemically react with metal surfaces .. They
differ significantly from petroleum-derived min-
eraI oils both in their chemical structure and their
physical characteristics. Even a highly refined



petroleum oil contains hundreds of compounds
that together contribute to its characteristics. mak-
iing it. a chemically complex, volatile substance.
On the other hand, a synthetic ester i generally
more chemically homogeneous. making for
improved quality control parameters and more
finely tuned performance characteristics.

Esters are formed by a chemical reaction
between an. alcohol. and an.organic acid. Through
proper selectien of these substances by type and
purity, fluids are obtained thai have low volatility,
high flash points and good ox.idative and thermal
lability. They tend not to evaporate, bum or form

gums or sludges as petroleum-based oils do.
Esters also have superior heal: capacity and ther-
mal conductivity. In additionto their inherently
good lubricity, e lershave good response to addi-
tives to enhance anti-wear.extreme pressure and
anti-corrosion properties.

Synlhetic esters also offer a high level of bound-
ary lubrication based on their affmity for metal sur-
faces. When measured 01'101 pendulum-type tester
that measure . coefficient of friction under bound-
ary lubrication c nditjolll ,. the values for standard
petroleum base oils al roomlemperalure are in the
.13- ..14 range. The esters tested achieved value in
the .08-.1.0 range. A lower coefficient means less
friction and better lubrication.

Quaker' hemical Corporarionhas applied syn-
thetic ester technology to developing sulfur- ami
chlorine-free machining and grinding fluids ..The
company has developed a line of water-soluble
and!straight oil type products which u e a blend of
syntactic esters and a non-traditional extreme
pre sure additive based on inorganic ester chem-
istry to provide a high degree of film trengthand
excellent lubrication performance lin a wide range
of applications.

In machine testing, this Non Sulfur-Chlorine
(NSC) technology provides at least equivalent per-
fonnance to traditional ulfo-ehlorinated oils. The
heaviest dUly versions of both types of products
can achieve full load (3,000 .lb5 without wear or
seizure failure) on the Falex pina:nd vee block te r,

Now the choice is no longer between an effi-
cient cutting fluid and a safe, dean. hop environ-
menl and mLnimaJ disposal hassles. Synlhetic
ester technology has made it possible for gear
manufacturers and other users of heavy-duty cut-
ling oils to have both. 0

For more information. about Quaker Chemical
eorp., .circle Reader Ser ..1ce Number A·49'.

Telll Us What You Think ...lf you found this article of
inteulst a.nd/or useful, please circle Reader Service
Number A·131.
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Who is SARA and Why Does She

Care What You Do with Your
Used Cutting Fluid?
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,Jobn Sliner is product mallllger for machining and grinding fluids 01
Quaker Chemical Corporation, Conshohocken, fA.
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